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This issues featured website
This is a great example of how 
a website should be done. This 
web site prints out to be about 
10 pages for $320 a year or $80/
quarter. We offer websites 
from $270/year. 
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Saracen Irish Water 
Spaniels

OFA, thyroid, CERF/eyes, VWD 
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OVERALL BREEDING 
OBJECTIVES

Coupled to our objectives in 
breeding to preserve the working 
ability of the IWS is our aim to pro-
duce a true “all around” IWS - an 
IWS that is a loving family com-
panion, sweet natured, has natural 
hunting instincts with a desire to 
please, natural biddability and 
working ability, one that can also 
excel in breed, obedience, field and 
other performance events. We per-
sonally like to obtain breed Ch’s on 
our IWS and love to do obedience 
and tracking with them. To all of 
the above purposes are goals are to 
produce healthy Irishers that satisfy 
the breed standard - ones that are 
“smart, upstanding, strongly built 
..... combining great intelligence ... 
and rugged endurance with a bold, 
dashing eagerness of temperament.” 
[quoted from the AKC Official Stan-
dard for the Irish Water Spaniel]

Mac - Ch Saracen Braveheart, 
CD, JH, WC

THE START OF 
SARACEN IWS

From Shiel through two of his 
daughters, we started our breed-
ing program. The first litter I bred 
was whelped in Dec. 1983. From 
that litter came Katie - Ch Saracen 
Irish Caper CD, JH, WC. Katie was 
a phenomenal natural upland dog 
and retriever. Before she was 1 year 
old she had had 60 pheasants shot 
over her. My husband hunted her 
exclusively in the farms around the 
town where he lived in north central 
IL. Katie had one litter. From that 
litter came our ‘old guy’ Rogue - Ch 
MiJo’s Irish Rogue CDX, JH, WC - 
who is now 14 and retired.

Mac - see entering the water dur-
ing training

trials considering that he was 
not started on training until he was 
18 months old. Above all, what 
made him very special was that his 
great desire to please me made up 
for my totally novice training and 
handling.

Rogue - Ch MiJo’s Irish Rogue, 
CDX, JH, WC

MY FIRST IWS
My first IWS was Shiel (Ch Oi-

sin’s Shiel, CD, WC) who I originally 
purchased to hunt, to run in field 
trials and to work in obedience. He 
was one of three IWS run in licensed 
field trials in the ‘70’s; he is also the 
first IWS on the WC list (given by the 
Irish Water Spaniel Club of America) 
who was also a breed Ch and had 
an obedience degree. (He was the 
4th IWS to be awarded a WC.) As 
for field titles, that is all he earned 
since the IWSCA started granting 
the WCX after Shiel had died and the 
AKC started the hunting tests much 
after he had passed on. Shiel was a 
wonderful dog to hunt over; he did 
very well in the 


